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INTRODUCTION 

1

What is Canvas? 

Canvas is a learning management system (LMS) developed by Instructure. This 
system is currently being used by numerous institutions across the globe, including 
the University of Washington.

Canvas incorporates a wide array of features that help instructors manage their 
course content and, in turn, allows students to complete their course work online. 
Each institution is able to customize aspects of their Canvas portal. For example, 
Canvas at the University of Washington sports a husky-purple banner and 
complimentary logo.  

 



PROBLEM SPACE
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How can the Canvas desktop experience be 
improved to better serve the needs of students 
at the University of Washington?

There are a total of 4,351 instructional faculty members and 
44,786 students currently enrolled at the University of Washington. 
Despite attempts to standardize the way in which students interact 
with their course materials, the learning management tools used 
by instructors and the technologies through which students access 
these platforms remain variable. Accordingly, students and faculty 
alike would benefit from a human-centered Canvas redesign to 
increase its usability and overall appeal. 

To address a redesign of the canvas system, I completed a 6 week 
exploration of the problem space. During this time, I conducted 
pointed user research to identify user needs, brainstormed new 
designs, built prototypes, evaluated these prototypes and created 
high-fidelity mockups of my final solution. 

INSTRUCTURE

sell functional, quality products

UW ADMINISTRATION

provide university with tools that 
improve the academic environment

UW IT

respond to system or user 
problems quickly and effectively

INSTRUCTORS

create compelling learning
environments for students

TEACHING ASSISTANTS

grade and maintain course 
content as requested by instructor

STUDENTS

access course materials 
and track academic progress

Stakeholder 
Goals & 
Connections



OVERVIEW 
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Problem Solution

A complex navigation system that causes students frustration 
when accessing frequently used course content. Students see 
the current Canvas homepage as entirely unhelpful for 
achieving their online goals. 

A dashboard redesign of the Canvas homepage featuring 
quick links to frequently used course content and an array 
of highly customizable widgets to fit the habits and needs of 
the individual.



PROCESS 
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INVESTIGATION

Interviews
Focus group
Survey data

System diagrams

IDEATION

Journey Maps
Mood boards

Heuristics
Scenarios
Sketches

PROTOTYPING

Interactive 
Wireframes

EVALUATION

Usability Testing

PRODUCTION

Hi-Fi Mockups



PART 1: INVESTIGATION



RESEARCH METHODS
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Method Name Type of Research Strengths Weaknesses Notes

Semi-Structured 
Interviews

Primary

Qualitative

Real time feedback from 
participants, which allows 
the researcher to ask 
probing questions.

What participants say they do 
may not align with what they 
actually do. Interviews can also 
be more time intensive.

Feedback may be improved 
by having participants interact 
with Canvas as they respond 
to questions. 

Focus Groups Primary

Qualitative 

Provides real time feedback 
from a larger amount of people 
in a shorter amount of time.

Group dynamics can limit 
the depth of reflection from 
individuals. Group think may 
bias results.

Most experienced doing 
one-on-one interviews. 
Focus groups take longer 
to coordinate. 

Surveys Primary

Qualitative and 
Quantitative

Can be used to test 
theories quantitatively. 
May gain feedback from 
a large amount of people 
relatively quickly

Does not allow for follow-up 
questions. Data can easily be 
skewed by bad survey design.

Be sure to use digital survey 
tools to minimize work needed 
to filter and calculate results.



SUBJECT MATTER EXPERT INTERVIEW
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Tyler Fox

Past Director of UW 
Learning Systems Team 

Tyler Fox served as a subject matter expert (SME) for the implementation and 
administrative perspective of the Canvas learning system. Key takeaways from his 
discussion of Canvas included:

1. UW has the ability to modify Canvas code and implement new features, making the 
possibility of a calculated redesign more feasible.

2. Instructors are provided with Canvas course pages through UW administrative 
services. However, it is the role of the instructor to actually set up and populate the 
page with content.

3. Canvas training primarily occurs through in-person workshops and may benefit from 
more detailed documentation, reference materials or tutorials.

4. Canvas is not the only LMS system used at the UW. Many instructors have struggled 
or been unwilling to switch from Catalyst, personal web pages or non digital methods. 

5. Critiques of Canvas have involved poor search-ability, lack of options for customization 
or prioritization, and high learning curve. Grading and privacy are also hot-button issues 
for faculty.

6. A redesign should balance user navigation, simplicity and effectiveness 



SURVEY DATA 
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Preexisting survey data was made available from the University of Washington documenting student 
satisfaction with Learning Management Systems. Six tables of quantitative results and one table of 
qualitative metrics were collected. Questions remain as to why and how the quantitative metrics 
were standardized across differing sample sizes. Though somewhat dated, the qualitative feedback 
proved most useful for understanding students’ perspectives of canvas. Accordingly, key quotes and 
a word cloud were generated to summarize student responses. Recurring themes around canvas 
improvements that have not already been implemented included:

1. Minimizing information overload

2. Streamlining navigation 

3. Making it easier to ask questions online (clear communication channels, optional anonymity)

4. Allowing schedule customization (time management features)

5. Putting as much information in one place as possible (dashboards, color encodings)

6. Creating more engaging study tools (games, flash cards)

7. Integrating features from external productivity tools (MyUW, Google Drive, notes) 
 



OVERVIEW 
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“A way to organize it by clicking and 
dragging things into order of priority”

“An easier layout to follow”

“Be simple, easy to access. 
Have fewer links but still have 
commonly used tools to be accessed”

“I would like things to be more 
localized, and not on different sites.”

“Better integration with myuw”

“Online flashcards”

“The discussion forum could be laid out better, 
the delineation between posts and replies is very 
small and I have no idea who is replying to who.”

“There's too much information on canvas. It 
overloads me so I just shut down and block it out.”

“Have a provision for anonymous chat room”
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INTERVIEWS WITH CANVAS USERS 
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To begin my research I conducted two brief semi-structured interviews with two UW students. The first participant 
was an Undergraduate Senior majoring in Biology. The second was a graduate student in English Language and 
Literature, as well as the instructor for an introductory English course this quarter. In this way, I was able to collect 
experiences from both the “grader” and the “graded” sides of Canvas. Participants were encouraged to use their 
digital devices and point to parts of Canvas as they spoke for added clarity. Each interview was framed around the 
following questions:

1. What technologies do you use to access Canvas (laptop, phone, tablet, etc.)?

2. How often do you use Canvas?

3. What are the most important reasons that you use Canvas?

4. What Canvas features do you find most valuable?

5. What Canvas features are not important to you?

6. Is there anything about Canvas that frustrates you?

7. What features on Canvas successfully help you achieve your goals?

8. Is there an order to how you use Canvas?

9. If you could change one thing about Canvas what would it be?

   



INTERVIEW FINDINGS 
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Instructor Perspective

1. Canvas presents faculty with numerous unprioritized 

features. While they may be useful, they serve no purpose if they cannot 

be properly utilized or recognized in the first place. 

“Actually...wait...what’s this...is this an attendance feature? I’ve been doing it 

on paper and making my own! I guess I gave up on exploring too soon.”

2. Tools in Canvas could do more to integrate with technologies already 

familiar to the user.

“I don’t like speed grader. It’s slow and not as precise as track changes in 

Word, but I have to use it. ”

3. Faculty could be provided with more comprehensive and reviewable 

instruction on how to maintain their Canvas pages.

“We learned at a workshop...I’m not sure where I would go to find out what 

all the features are.”

   

Student Perspective

1. Students often utilize the grades, assignments and calendar features 

on Canvas.

“I mostly check my grades, look at assignments and check the calen-

dar...sometimes I watch lecture videos online.”

2. A calendar view for assignments is valuable.

“I like the monthly view because it helps me see the bigger picture...It’s 

spacial...I can plan ahead.”

“I use my phone a lot...the reminders tool.”

3. Students may benefit from a dashboard that puts more information in 

one place.

“It might be nice to have all my grades and assignments on one page...I 

usually go back and forth between each class page.” 

   



ADDITIONAL VISUALS (INSTRUCTOR) 
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For this instructor, the numerous 

navigation links became noise. 

With so many options, she failed 

to notice that “attendance” was 

already an option that met her 

specific needs. Speed grader 

was likewise hidden deep in 

the system’s IA.



ADDITIONAL VISUALS (STUDENT)
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This particular student primarily used the 

reminders feature on her iPhone for time 

management. Note how all information is 

neatly displayed in one place. Each class 

can be quickly expanded to show list items. 

Extra activities such as “study” have been 

added at the discretion of the student. 



At this point in the process, I took a moment to 

document my understanding of the current Canvas 

system. This diagram categorizes the different user 

groups surrounding Canvas and summarizes each 

group’s primary goals and needs.

SITE MAP
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SYSTEM DIAGRAM
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Home InboxProfileCalendarGradesCourse & Groups Settings Logout Help

To Do
(All)

Coming Up
(All)

Recent Feedback
(All)

Global Navigation

Canvas Homepage Sidebar Navigation

Home PeopleGradesDiscussionAssignmentsAnnouncements Pages Files Syllabus Conferences Panopto RecordingsUW LibrariesChatCollaborations

Course Homepage Primary Navigation

Course Stream
Recent Feedback

(Class)
Coming Up

(Class)
To Do 
(Class)

Course Homepage Sidebar Navigation

User Research TwitterFacebookTerms of ServicePrivacy PolicyHelp

Footer Navigation

Submit Assignment

Announcements
(All)

Assignments
(All)

Notifications
(All)

Canvas Homepage Primary Navigation

Canvas 
Student View

Canvas has a large amount of content connected 

by a complex, sometimes redundant, navigation 

system. This diagram attempts to break down the 

order and hierarchy of information on Canvas.  



USER FLOW
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This diagram digs deeper into the thought 
process of the average student as they attempt 
to complete assignments using Canvas. 



USER TASK MATRIX
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This chart table documents common Canvas features and rates their 
use across different student groups. More nuanced details about these 
interaction are listed in the notes section.



FOCUS GROUP
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Based on my first round of inquires, I identified that assignments, 
grades, calendar and overall navigation were of key interest 
to students. To learn more about what students think of their 
existing implementation in Canvas, I conducted a small focus 
group with three UW students. Each were selected for their 
unique departments, in which different types of course work is 
more prevalent. These included Political Science, Biology, and 
Human Centered Design. 

For this group, I experimented with a new activity that involved 
placing screen-shots of various Canvas pages (Assignments, 
grades, calendar and Canvas home) on whiteboard walls. 
Each student was given a pack of colored sticky notes 
and a whiteboard pen. They were then encouraged to 
talk through their experiences with Canvas while marking 
up features that they did and did not like on the boards. 
The result was a room full of notes, quotes and surprisingly 
insightful design suggestions, as well as a list of descriptors 
to take forward into the redesign. 
 



FOCUS GROUP PHOTOS 
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PROBLEM SPACE
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PART 2: IDEATION



UI SKETCHES
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1.

2.

3.

Based on prevalent findings from 
user research, I began to sketch 
out concepts for the redesign of 
three Canvas features: 

   Canvas Homepage

Course Calendar

Chat/ Messaging



HOMEPAGE SKETCH 
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The Canvas homepage was 

described by one student as 

“the most useless piece of thing 

I have ever seen.” Clearly, more 

useful and quickly accessible 

content could be added to this 

page. Because, students desired 

a highly customizable system, I 

have begun experimenting with 

a modular dashboard that places 

a summary of course information 

and links all in one place.  



CALENDAR SKETCH 
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The calendar was seen as a highly 

valuable feature by all participants. 

Nonetheless, participants also 

expressed that there was 

unnecessary repetition and clutter 

in the current version of the page. 

Additionally, students felt that the 

current system did not make it easy 

to add personal events. An integrated 

calendar was preferred. However, 

maintaining an academic only view 

was still seen as an important 

filtering option. 



CHAT SKETCH 
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Chat was not a feature that any of 

my participants used. Regardless, 

there seems to be a strong need 

and importance placed on peer 

communication. Facebook and 

Slack were explained to be more 

organized and conducive to 

casual conversation. These        

external services also offer     

more privacy from professors.   

Accordingly, I have sketched a 

Slack-style Canvas integration to 

create a more comprehensive 

messaging experience.   



MOOD BOARD
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To illustrate the look and feel that the Canvas redesign 
should embody, I pulled together a mood board 
inspired by students, scenery and colors featured 
on the University of Washington’s campus.



JOURNEY MAP 
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I also created a journey map to help solidify user needs within 
context and begin to generate potential solutions. This was 
paired with a scenario (next page) to add additional context 
to the user’s interactions with Canvas.



SCENARIO
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Spring quarter has just begun and Alex is preparing for her new classes. Hoping to get a feel for her workload 
this quarter, Alex sits down at her desk and brings up Canvas on her laptop. Immediately, she finds herself on the 
Canvas homepage, which greets her with one of the uplifting message she set for herself last quarter: “Good 
morning, Alex. Remember to smile!”

Further down the screen, each of Alex’s four classes are represented in color coded boxes. She sees that her 
chemistry class starts in a few hours in Kane Hall and decides to start there. She clicks on the syllabus tab and reads 
through the lesson plan for the quarter. Everything seems standard. Content with her understanding, she closes the 
window and drags the syllabus link off of her dashboard. In response, the grades and assignments links bounce 
smoothly upward to fill the space. 

Next, Alex notices that her Astronomy class already has an assignment posted. In one movement, she opens the 
description and drags it into the right half of her screen. Now, she opens her calendar view so that it fills the second 
half of her screen. Nothing else appears to be due this week, so she turns to focus solely on assignment #1. 

Thankfully, the assignment is merely to post a favorite scientific article to the class discussion board, a task that both 
views indicate isn’t due until Friday. But Alex likes to plan ahead, so she drags the assignment card on her calendar 
to Wednesday instead. Clicking on Thursday, she types in details for a team meeting, which fills in her calendar with 
a new event card. 

Before she leaves her laptop to get ready for class, Alex switches to the chat page and sends a quick message to 
her team. “I booked a meeting room in the Research Commons, details attached.” Selecting from a list of items, she 
then adds a room reservation card, detailing the place and time, to the message. Finally, she hits sends and heads 
off to collect her things.

Later in the day while walking to class, Alex receives a notification on her phone. A new assignment was created, 
due Thursday. She sighs for a moment. “Most classes don’t even have assignments due the first week!” But she 
will have plenty of time to plan her schedule after chem lecture. Alex puts down her phone and continues walking.



HEURISTIC EVALUATION 
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Meets basic
standards

Requires some
improvement

Requires significant
improvement

Before creating wireframes for a revised system, I completed a heuristic evaluation of current 
Canvas pages to uncover prominent usability problems. The results of this evaluation dictated 
where I would focus the efforts of my redesign to alleviate user burden.

The metrics used for this evaluation are based on Jakob Nielsen’s 
10 heuristics for user interface design. [1] 

   



CANVAS HOMEPAGE CRITIQUE
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Inconsistencies in 
messaging terminology

Grouping all courses 
together requires users 
to recall context and due 
date for assignments

Information in side 
bar largely redundant

Calendar already a 
global navigation link

Cannot dismiss items 
on the lower lists

Large amount of 
unused space

Items cannot be 
recovered once dismissed

Help is available  
asynchronously - the 
Canvas guide link is
not prominent

Inbox notifications 
redundant of  
“conversation 
messages” 
notifications

Homepage does not 
have an explicit 
navigation link



CANVAS CALENDAR CRITIQUE
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Help is available  
asynchronously - the 
Canvas guide link is
not prominent

Content redundant to 
main calendar view

Default colors are visually 
similar and sometimes repeated

Ability to change 
colors is hidden 

Not an intuitive title for 
linking external calendars

Old courses are not archived 
and must be manually disabled

Undated items are hidden 
and cannot be removed 
once the date has passed

Not clear that arrows 
change the month 

Dragging a rectangle 
makes it dissapear until 
the page is refreshed



CANVAS CHAT CRITIQUE
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Help is available  
asynchronously - the 
Canvas guide link is 
not prominent

Large amount of 
unused real estate

No option to
cancel message

No notifications 
prior to discovery 

Small, redirect removes
user from chat feed

No semantic class title

Content limited 
to single day 

Breadcrumb trail
unnecessary with
side navigation

No way to edit or 
delete messages

Side navigation 
inconsistent between 
different classes

Text only. No media 
options available.

Cannot chat unless 
page is open

No anonymity 
option available

Unclear what content 
will be posted before 
first person posts



1
PART 3: PROTOTYPING



INTERACTIVE WIREFRAMES
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The more I talked to UW students, the more it 
became clear that every student has a very 
unique approach and prioritization of Canvas 
features. That being said, two commonalities 
did unify the student perspective. First, 
students all desired quick and easy access 
to course content. Second, every student 
explained that they did not find the Canvas 
homepage valuable in its current form. As a 
result, I focused my efforts on mocking up a 
modular dashboard as a replacement for the 
current homepage. I turned content that was 
deemed valuable during past interviews into 
widgets and displayed them in an interactive 
wireframe. I then conducted brief usability 
tests with three participants to evaluate the 
intuitiveness of the interface and effective-
ness of the concept as a whole.

Before

After



WIREFRAME 1/6
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Modular dashboard wireframe 

featuring content hubs for 

registered classes, customizable 

to-do list and quick links. Widgets 

can be added, deleted, dragged 

and resized to fit the preferences 

of the individual.



WIREFRAME 2/6
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To-do list prompts 

users to add items 

when first interacting 

with the widget.



WIREFRAME 3/6 
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To-do list items are sorted by 

class. All items can easily be 

added or removed from the list 

using the plus or minus buttons.



WIREFRAME 4/6
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Each sub-list in the to-do list can 

be expanded or collapsed using 

the down arrow button.



WIREFRAME 5/6
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The intuitiveness of the list 

was tested by prompting 

participants to respond to 

the cancellation of a 

hypothetical study 

group meeting.



WIREFRAME 6/6 
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Links in the wireframe 

redirected to this page, 

acting as a placeholder 

for core Canvas content. 



PART 4: EVALUATION



USABILITY TESTING
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After conducting initial user research, I learned that students 
would benefit from more personalized, customizable tools for 
assignment/ time management. Additionally, it became apparent 
that the Canvas homepage, in its current state, is perceived by 
students as highly unhelpful. Accordingly, I  set out to design a 
modular dashboard to replace the Canvas homepage. This 
dashboard features quick links to course content as well as a 
customizable to-do list. 

To test whether the interface design was intuitive as well 
as desirable, I conducted brief usability tests with three UW 
students. These students were selected using convenience 
sampling. Testing was carried out using a minimally interactive 
prototype, on my own laptop, at a coffee shop in west campus.

Female, 30

English PhD Student

Female, 19

Engineering Undergrad

Male, 24

Audiology MS Student



TEST SCRIPT
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Thank you for participating in this usability test. Today we will be discussing a redesign of the Canvas homepage. This is only a wireframe, not a 
final design, so try to focus on functionality rather than aesthetics. While you interact with the prototype I also encourage you to talk aloud so I 
can gain a better understanding of your thought process. I invite criticism, it only helps me make the design more usable for students.

For the next series of tasks, I would like you to pretend that you have just enrolled in three courses: Spanish II, Organic Chemistry and Food 
Politics. Please take a moment to look over the information on the dashboard. 

Intuitiveness of the Interface
1. Show me how you would find an overview of course content and expectations?
2. Show me how you would find out what score you got on your last test?
3. Show me how you would access an upcoming assignment description
4. Your study group for Spanish II wants to meet at noon this Wednesday at 5:00 PM. How would you use the dashboard to keep track of this 
event?
5. Your group has just canceled the meeting; how would you remove this event from your to-do list? 

Participant Perceptions
6. What, if anything, do you not like about the dashboard?
7. What, if anything, do you like about the dashboard?
 a. What information was most helpful?
 b. What content was least helpful?
8. Is there any information or links that you would like to see added to the dashboard?
9. How does this new design compare to the original Canvas homepage?

Wrap-up
10. Is there anything else you would like to comment on today?

Thank you for all of your feedback! Before you go, feel free to take a cookie; I really appreciate the help.
 



TESTED ITEMS
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Is a modular dashboard and 
customizable widgets valuable 
for UW students?

Do students desire any 
content that is not currently 
provided on Canvas?

Is it clear how to add and 
delete items from the 
to-do list?

Is it clear how to return 
to the homepage after 
navigating away?

Are class content shortcuts 
valuable and intuitive?



TEST OUTCOMES
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Customizable widgets were seen 
as a highly valuable addition

Weather apps, calendar 
widgets or a campus cam 
were preferred over quotes

Adding items made sense, but only 
after realizing the list could be 
expanded in the first place

Breadcrumb navigation 
made it easy to return to 
homepage

Content was intuitive. 
However, some content 
warranted immediately 
transparent widgets.



USABILITY TESTING RESULTS
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PART 5: PRODUCTION



SUMMARY OF UI WORK
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My explorations with UW students revealed that a customizable dashboard 
would be a welcome and productive addition to the Canvas system. Key 
takeaways throughout the research process were that students desire 
quick and easy access to course activity, but organize information by 
class rather than type of content. This meant that the lists provided on 
the current Canvas homepage were not used, leading to the development 
of my customizable course widgets.

Students mentioned several workarounds for assignment time manage-
ment, informing my development of a centralized, customizable to-do list. 
After testing a wireframe of the feature, I found that there was interest in 
the allowance of free form writing. Students were also confused by the 
pre-collapsed lists. Accordingly, my final mockup utilizes horizontal cards 
so that important information can be viewed immediately when opening 
the page. 

The final skin follows existing Canvas style guides. Google’s material 
guidelines are used for dashboard cards and harmonious accent colors 
are used to differentiate class content. Ultimately, the design is intended 
to feel organized and personalized from the perspective of UW students. 
Furthermore, the design was guided by Jacob Nielsen’s 10 heuristics for 
user interface design to maximize usability. 
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That's how we improve. 

-Bill Gates
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UI DETAILS
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Explicit and simplified 
site navigation

Quick links for easy access 
to priority class content

Visible, yet non-intrusive 
notification stream

Editing feature for further 
customization of widgets

Editing feature for further 
customization of widgets

Easy add and delete options 
for rearranging dashboard

Custom organization 
of notes and lists

Widgets visually consistent 
with the Canvas mobile app



MOCKUP 1/5
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The homepage features an assortment of widgets that can be selected and arranged at the discretion of the student.



MOCKUP 2/5
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Widgets can quickly and easily be deleted by dragging them into the trash bin.
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Deleting a widget leaves room for new items to take its place. Students may also rearrange existing items by clicking and dragging.
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Course Shortcut

Widgets

My Dashboard

Course Shortcut

Course Shortcut

Course Shortcut

Calendar

Notes

Calendar Calculator
Chat
Feed

Course 
Shortcut

NotesGrades
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New widgets can be quickly and easily added by clicking on the plus icon. A menu will appear for browsing and editing widgets.
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Dashboard ChatCalendarCourses
Megan Taylor Logout Settings Help

SPANISH 210: Spanish II

ENVIR 385: Food Politics

CHEM 220: Organic Chemistry

HCID 531 : Evaluation Studio

Notes Calendar

To-Do +

ENVIR reading questions

Email meeting itinerary 

We all need people who will give us feedback. 
That's how we improve. 

-Bill Gates
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In  a finished version of this interaction, users would be able to view a short demo of each widget, in frame, before adding it to their collection.

Widgets
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In future work, I would like to create additional desktop screens 
and formally user test my revised mockups. Furthermore, I would 
create a small study to understand what widgets, especially those 
not currently available on Canvas, would be valuable additions to 
the dashboard’s widget database. More detailed documentation 
of customization parameters would also be necessary. Finally, I 
would like to experiment with how widgets might be quickly 
previewed before a student makes their final selection. 

This exploration concluded with a collection of visual mockups 
that illustrate a customizable dashboard redesign of the Canvas 
homepage. Although there is still much room for improvement and 
iteration, I feel confident that my redesign concept is on the right 
track. As one student put it, after seeing my first mockup, “YES! 
Please make this!” Clearly, students desire more effective learning 
management tools. This redesign makes progress towards 
providing what students really need.
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1. Nielsen, J. (1995, January 1). 10 Heuristics for User Interface Design: Article by Jakob Nielsen. Retrieved June 06, 2016, 
 from https://www.nngroup.com/articles/ten-usability-heuristics/

10 HEURISTICS FOR USER INTERFACE DESIGN

Visibility of system status
The system should always keep users informed about what is going on, through appropriate feedback within reasonable time.
 
Match between system and the real world
The system should speak the users' language, with words, phrases and concepts familiar to the user, rather than system-oriented terms. Follow real-world conventions, making information appear in a natural and 
logical order.
 
User control and freedom
Users often choose system functions by mistake and will need a clearly marked "emergency exit" to leave the unwanted state without having to go through an extended dialogue. Support undo and redo.
 
Consistency and standards
Users should not have to wonder whether different words, situations, or actions mean the same thing. Follow platform conventions.
 
Error prevention
Even better than good error messages is a careful design which prevents a problem from occurring in the first place. Either eliminate error-prone conditions or check for them and present users with a confirmation 
option before they commit to the action.
 
Recognition rather than recall
Minimize the user's memory load by making objects, actions, and options visible. The user should not have to remember information from one part of the dialogue to another. Instructions for use of the system should 
be visible or easily retrievable whenever appropriate.
 
Flexibility and efficiency of use
Accelerators -- unseen by the novice user -- may often speed up the interaction for the expert user such that the system can cater to both inexperienced and experienced users. Allow users to tailor frequent actions.
 
Aesthetic and minimalist design
Dialogues should not contain information which is irrelevant or rarely needed. Every extra unit of information in a dialogue competes with the relevant units of information and diminishes their relative visibility.
 
Help users recognize, diagnose, and recover from errors
Error messages should be expressed in plain language (no codes), precisely indicate the problem, and constructively suggest a solution.
 
Help and documentation
Even though it is better if the system can be used without documentation, it may be necessary to provide help and documentation. Any such information should be easy to search, focused on the user's task, list 
concrete steps to be carried out, and not be too large.

  


